The EdUHK Mentorship
Programme
We would like to start off by thanking for this
outstanding opportunity given to us ethnic
minorities, knowing these types of programmes
are scarce. With the warm and welcoming
environment and engaging activities, it is safe
to say, the experience was top-notch.
The EdUHK Mentorship Programme is intended for ethnic minority students with
exceptional potential who want to become teachers. It enlightened us on university
applications and diverse educational fields for prospective educators. The programme
included lectures on various topics that undergraduates are studying and hands-on workshop
experience on interview skills and personal development.
The lecture on Primary ELT Methods I:
Developing Oracy Skills by Ms. Clarine Chan
truly awestruck and astonished us. It was about
different methods of approaching primary
children through teaching. One of the amazing
part was when Ms. Chan explained how a piece
of writing or story could be perceived entirely
differently with and without images.
Throughout her explanation, it became clear to us
that virtual images are crucial when reading to or
instructing children since they help them absorb concepts more thoroughly. It cultivated our
perspective on how primary children can make development.
Learning Chinese is a tremendous challenge for ethnic minority students. We frequently find
ourselves with limited resources, making it difficult to enhance our Chinese language
abilities. However, the session Introduction to Jyutping and Teaching Chinese as a
second language introduced us to multiple resources, which are beneficial for improving
Chinese oracy skills.
Overall, the programme was perfect. We are pretty
sure this has helped many students out in having a
clearer path to their career destination. Our grasp of
the educational field has been enriched by this
Mentoring Programme’s informative lessons. We
would, in no doubt, join again if similar programmes
were arranged in the future.
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